Outfit Your Endpoint Devices
Secure any user or device simply by connecting to a GoSilent cube. Compatible with any IP-enabled device (no matter how old) & effective over any connection (no matter how public) with near zero configuration required.

Choose a Method of Deployment
Once you’ve got your endpoints covered, decide which deployment method makes sense for your architecture. Protect all of your data in motion with one of our two secure deployment options.

- **GoSilent Virtual Server**
  Deploy a virtual server on your own network to allow devices outfitted with GoSilent Cubes to connect.

- **GoSilent Global**
  Use Attila’s Global servers to allow devices outfitted with GoSilent Cubes to connect to your data from anywhere in the world.

Add Additional Secure Services
Now that your data is secure through transit, you can add additional functionalities to your deployment should you need them.

- **GoSilent Site-to-Site**
  Connect multiple physical locations securely, even over the public internet.

- **GoSilent Share**
  Make data storage & sharing secure, even for those outside your network.

Need help determining the deployment configuration that is right for your situation and budget?
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